Tips & Tricks

Wedges for tenons
A while back, I made a desk that had 36
tenons, each slotted for two ¾ × 1"-long
wedges. Here’s how I managed to make
so many efficiently and safely: Begin with
a piece of squared stock that’s 1¼" thick by
at least 6" wide (for feed stability). Also for
safe feeding, it should be at least 8" long. To
set up the cut, first make a wedge-length cutline
on the face 1¼" up from one end. Lean your blade over
8°, and then outfit your rip fence with an auxiliary tall
fence. Locate the fence for a cut that will slice to your
line, then saw a wedge from each opposing face. Invert
the workpiece and perform the same 2 cuts at the other
end. The 4 wide wedges you just cut can now be knifed
or bandsawn to their desired width (trimmng them flush
to final length after installation). If you need yet more
wedges, tilt the blade back to vertical and adjust the fence
to cut a new wedge adjacent to each of the first cuts, as
shown. Then crosscut these wedges free of the stock.
—Richard Libera, Newark, Delaware
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Random orbit rubout
Sometimes I like to use synthetic abrasive pads to
rub out finishes. When working large panels, which
can demand a lot of time and elbow grease, I pull my
random orbit sander into service. Its Velcro-faced
disk grabs a synthetic pad firmly without slippage as
long as the weight of the sander is on the pad. It sure
makes easy work of an otherwise tedious chore.
—James Capstick, St. Louis, Missouri
Synthetic abrasive
pad clings to “hooks”
on sander pad.

Random orbit sander

A personal blade
buyer’s guide
In order to gauge the trial performance and longevity
of a new bandsaw blade, I cut the relevant info (type,
make, etc.) from the product box, and affix it to the
column of my bandsaw with a strong rare-earth magnet.
That way, when I notice that a blade cuts exceptionally
well, gives me problems, or seems to dull prematurely,
I can quickly note the manufacturer, as well as blade
characteristics. (When switching out blades, it’s easy
enough to switch out the product label at the same time.)
It’s a great way to inform future blade purchases.
—Steven Baxter, Indianapolis, Indiana
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Square deal
Indestructible and inexpensive,
my aluminum square has earned
its keep by doing basic layout
work and guiding the edge of my
circular saw when making square
cuts in framing lumber. But I
recently discovered a new use
that has been keeping this tool
a lot busier. Thanks to the open
interior and the flange along one
edge, it’s easy to use the square
as a clamp when I need a rightangled assembly. Plastic versions
of this square don’t have the
same open configuration, so look
for an aluminum model if you
want this added functionality.
—Tim Snyder, senior editor
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A Speed Square clamped
to an assembly will keep
it square during glue-up.
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Miter clamping cauls
Need to glue up a mitered frame
but don’t have a strap clamp? Raid
your scrap bin to make some miter
clamping cauls. To make each caul,
glue a triangular clamping block to
the end of an “anchor” board that’s
about as wide as your frame pieces.
When gluing a frame corner,
locate a pair of cauls so that the
outermost faces of the triangular
blocks will direct clamping pressure
across the joint faces as shown.
(This will vary depending on the
size of the blocks and thickness
of your frame.) Secure the anchor
boards to the frame, and then
clamp across the blocks to produce
full force on the joint faces. ■
—Leonie Ward,
Jackson, Mississippi

Clamping block

Position clamping cauls
to direct pressure
across joint faces.

Anchor board

Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help
someone become a better
woodworker and get rewarded
for the effort. The winner of
next issue’s Top Tip award
will receive a Woodcraft
Gift Card worth $250. All
others will receive $125
for a published illustrated
tip, or $75 for a non-illustrated tip. Published tips
become the property of Woodcraft Magazine.
Send your ideas to:
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft Magazine,
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020
-orvisit woodcraftmagazine.com, and click on “Contact”.
Important: Please include your phone number, as an editor
may need to call you if your trick is considered for publication.
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